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About This Game

" I hope that you know me, but this is not important. I've been wanting to do away with you..."
This phrase - the beginning of a huge story!

You don't know, where you are and you don't know this man, but your first purpose - to find it.

This game is a indie first-person shooter, with an intricate story that happened to one person, this person is the main character
and you will find yourself in his shoes. You must have a good reaction to dodge lasers, many traps and kill your enemies, and do
not forget about your main objective: to get to the menacing stranger to you. Though it may seem easy to some, but in reality it
is not. The main character, and not only he, but also you want to as quickly as possible to wait the moment when you will be in

front of one you wanted to see.
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THIS IS A GAME MADE TO GIVE YOU INTERNAL BLEEDING. Suck my nonoSpot. im not even going attempt to process
what i just saw. WoW, LAZUR!. This game is so garbage that my skill of using the ,,jumping button" got zucked up in the first
3 min of playing... poor performance, sh*t voice narrator, sh*t mecanics, sh*t a*s name, sh*t price, if this game was free...
wasn't worth buyin'. Really♥♥♥♥♥♥game.. To complete the second stage set a keyboard macro for spacebar that is just space
bar like eighty times.. This game makes Bad Rats look like a triple-A title. I still haven't finished the game.
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The ♥♥♥♥ kind of game is this anyway, not to mention that weird creepy Russian voice when I clearly chose english for
lanugauge, damn this game sucks balls. It is the best worst game ever. Unknown Battle (captivating title, right?) might be the
single worst game I have played on Steam, and the fact that it is still up for sale in the store (for an astronomical $4 base price,
no less) is dumbfounding. The idea is actually rather good and the game has a Saw feel to it, but the execution… Let us put it
this way, it is not ready yet and needs to go back in the oven. The traps and level design are unimaginative and look like
something slapped together without any thought. Voice acting is terrible, and so are the graphics. Forget 1440p, even 1080p is
not supported. Player controls are horrible and it is impossible to tell whether the player will hit a trap or make the platform. In
fact, I am not sure the player can even jump far enough to make the platforms because he certainly cannot jump over a simple
bear trap. Unknown Battle plays like a pregnant cow on ice, jumping over obstacles, with a four and a half minute time limit to
run a marathon. Sounds fun, right?. i`ve Wasted a 1 min from my life for nothing

If You want To throw up i will recommend you this Game (or shall i say trash ). I played this game for one minute.

I went to sleep afterwards.

I woke up in a long forgotten city. The sky was black, infinitely black. No star nor God could pierce through it's shroud.

A gentle wind guided me through the stone streets. Somehow, I knew that epochs have passed without a single soul passing
through this place.

I arrived at what passed for a town quarter. A hooded man, wrapped in bandages, sat weeping on the edge of a long dry
fountain. Well, I say he was a man. In truth, he was more like what a statue would be if it could speak.

I pressed a magnificent, infinitely faceted diamond into his hands. He gestured for me to lean in, to listen to what he had to say.
In a language that I have never heard before, but understood perfectly, he whispered to me.

I know, now. I am Aware.

I have seen beyond the simulacra of this reality. This game is a portal to a place where your name will lose it's meaning.

It's poorly optimized though.

9\/10.. Short version... Terrible game, do not buy this!!!

More detail...
1. The game mechanics are broken. Once you get past the first part and have to jump between the blue blocks, the jump only
works some of the time and if you fall off, you go back to the beginning.
2. Lighting in the game is very dark (beyond atmospheric) and I use an expensive IPS fully colour and brightness calibrated
monitor.. I cannot, for the life of me, figure out under what circumstances exactly the jump key will actually make you jump..
One of the hardest games I've ever played, it makes 'I want to be the guy' look easy. Play it on hard for a truly masochistic
experience! When Steam is but a footnote in history, this game will live on and love on through our tears.
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